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1. All voices heard 
2. Be candid / speak your mind 
3. Silence = agreement 
4. Seek debate / be open-minded 
5. Debate the issue, not the person 
 

 
6. Disagree in private, united front in    
public 
7. Stay focused 
8. Start and end on time 
9. Be present / no distractions 
10. Respect Confidentiality 
 

 

   

 

 

CALLED TO ORDER:    

 

PRESENT:  Janice Bell, John Maloney, Sherry Fletcher, Lazaro Camacho, David Asencio, Rowina Petion, Molly 

Rhodes, Dawn Debuvitz, Patricia Hoyle, Mohammad Shatara, Laura Gainer, Roberto Carballosa,  

 

GUEST(S):    

 

ABSENT: Christina Seado Vazquez, LaTonya McNeal and Cara Good 

 

 

ITEM: 1  Joint Deans meeting update re: SCORE, Starfish and AA degree sheet-Mollie, Patricia and Henry 
 

Discussion:         Henry recommended sun-setting SCORE in order to focus on the transition of Early Alert. There is a 

need for academic and student services folks to use Early Alert soon as possible in order to 

produce best practices.  

- Unfortunately, there is not a commitment to eliminating SCORE, but has sparked a joint 
discussion with academic affairs. 
 

Molly- Suggested joint protocol and focusing on the main goal of getting everyone training to use Early Alert.  

David- Concern that in order to draft a protocol for Early Alert, faculty members should some existence of Early Alert in 

their syllabus. This will notify students of the parameters of how to use the system. In addition, he is currently in talks with 

Dr. Yohe (who is supportive of Early Alert) via email with drafting write up for him to review.  

David- Suggested as slow roll out, encouraging Advisors to answer flags, get use to the system, but the key is that 

everyone has to be onboard. There should be a training of what this will look like and how to answer in a timely manner. 

Warning if we do not use the flags there will be a collapse of the system. Goal- working out kinks (only discussion-training)  

Molly- is concerned that flags are SLS instructors that are raised and are not being answered in a timely fashion and 

currently the system has 110 flags posted and it is the end of the semester. The frustration comes when personal 

concerns are not being taking care of at the student’s expense (example instructor said student is living in her car and it 

had been posted for a month). In addition, we should not look at Early Alert as double work, because Advisors are either 

going into one system or another. Our goal is to catch the red flags. 

Suggestions by Molly: propose to work with the teams to place priority to work on flags in starfish than addressing the 

ones in SCORE.  

 

Action:     Molly has volunteer to train advisors “how to answer flags” during our spring advising professional development 

as a breakout session.                        

Henry- to create point person on each campus to address Early Alert Flags so we can catch these concerns early enough 

to address them. 

 



David- Suggested addition to the committee of Academic Affairs, Advisors should be added in order to offer feedback and 

promoting working together on seeing this through.  

 

Henry- AA issue –broader thinking about whatever we do on our campus bringing it into our cluster and focusing on the 

student’s experience- what materials, presentations, etc. For example- the AA sheet, folks who were in the meeting, 

drafted what appears in the catalog, and can make sense of it, but Advisor are finding challenging to explain and use. He 

would like to use an official document that will be publish in the catalog. (Degree Audit Checklist created by Patricia 

Hoyle). The problem is that not all campus was using it and now will be require using it.  

 

Sherry- recommended that Advising Sheet with the list of prerequisites for each major should be updated as well 

 

Molly- requested that the advising sheet be added to the blackboard page as well 

 

ITEM: 2              Starfish/Early Alert protocols-Mollie and Patricia 

                                                               

Discussion: Patricia- Mention that Starfish has not been advertise to students yet, because Advisors are still getting used 

to it. However, the student page is live for Starfish training and is loaded with material. Up next, she will work on creating a 

staff and faculty page that will have training material to assist with navigation through the system. Currently working with 

IT to move forward. It took a while because she needed to make sure every campus was comfortable using Starfish. Now 

advertising. Primarily with gateway faculty 

 

Henry- proposed that David contact Dr. Yohe (where we are with identifying with the list of folks drafted); Molly volunteer 

to follow up with him in regard to the submission of the drafted list that was sent.  

 

Molly: Met with Dr. Yohe about making available the ability to use Kudos for all faculty to use; which not include any 

advisor intervention or follow up, it is them getting use to Starfish (the same way the initiate a flag is the same way they 

will initiate Kudos). Gets people logging in, accessing, sending students kudos and using it.  

 

Henry: handed out documents/materials that was created to uniform examples of responses to students. Encourage 

managers to share with teams and review it to send to Molly any feedback 

 

Molly: like to put protocol and templates on the blackboard-training page making available to everyone and has requested 

that feedback to be sent back to her by next week.  

  

ITEM: 3       Subcommittee next steps-Henry  
 

Discussion: Henry- sent everyone the signup sheets for subcommittee- one of the things that is exciting is the cameras 

and the promotion of meeting with the subcommittee from your office. Recommended that sub-chairs meet with the folks 

on your team and go over the mission and let us know where you are. In the All-Day Spring Training, we will allow time to 

meet with the subcommittee team for face-to-face contact.  

 

Molly/Cara: sent an email to subcommittee to reach out to them and encourage meeting in the spring. Molly offer to send 

out the email as a template to contact committee members as a helpful measure of tool.  

 

Henry: suggested that the chairs wait until after drop and add period to give an update on whether you have been able to 

meet or not. 

 

Action: 

 

ITEM 4:  Advisor Job Description-Henry 
 

Discussion: Henry composed a list of the job descriptions from the feedback received via email. There is still an 

opportunity to review it and add things, making sure people understand what duties are assigned, if you want to add 

anything, please do so. He will like to meet with HR after break and prepare a final draft to send to HR for their feedback.  

 

Dawn: concerned about putting appreciative advising because it is specific, and their evaluations will be based on 

performance appraisals.  

 

Sherry: if you put that in the job description and the Advisor does not know the skills of appreciative advising, you will 

have to train those people to use the function. 



Molly: offered rewording appreciative advising for a more “proactive holistic” framework. Take out appreciative advising. 

 

Henry: mention the concerns about individuals who have dual purposes: Belle Glade, Boca, Lox and there are room for 

those nuisances – adding any specific information for those individuals.  

 

Molly/Dawn: if those individuals have different title, then HR will probably make you have a specific job description for 

each one.   

 

Henry: concern about dual purposes (i.e. Belle Glade, Boca, Lox) advisors who has career/advisor and need to be 

address with more of a general approach. He will speak with HR and work out specifics with those individuals-job 

descriptions.  

 

Action:  

Suggested that Henry considered having several different job descriptions to be specific to the job to assist with those 

dual purposes.  

 

Dave: Development of a conceptual framework that will help in career advising for internships, etc. Working out if career 

advisors will be specialist or hybrid model (academic/career-Fluent vs literate). Literate means they know of career 

services and can work with students/fluent means they have a career background almost like a specialist and can take a 

graduate course (FAU). Goal is to try to see how the two will function together. 

Defining where they are at now and where they will move to in the future because they are considering job placement and 

that will change the whole function/scope of what they are doing now.  

 

 

ITEM 5:   WorkDay feedback-Dawn 
 

Discussion: waiting on feedback for items-pain points and looking at what staff would like to see and have for workday. 

Degree audit and transcripts will not be the same 

Looking for central things – training will be provided for those changes. 

Offered to show cluster the changes/view of transcripts/degree audit in another meeting and time 

 

Molly: pain points she is having in Starfish is the assignments process and the inability to switch an assignment. In 

workday is there a process to assign caseloads and reassigning a student. (For example-student switches majors). Right 

now, it is impossible, but looking forward to having that in workday 

 

John: students who are not DSS comes in and later becomes DSS, yet they are on someone else’s caseloads- can they 

be moved to the DSS Advisor?  

 

This is a concern because we are moving towards guided pathways and case management/ reassignments (wishes that 

this area can be better/easier to manage) 

 

Henry: had a meeting with Dr. Beagle and requested permissions for limited registrar functions for the advising managers 

and assistant deans primarily as it relates to New student orientation and PERT 5 point waiver- Dr. Beagle acknowledge 

the email, but is not sure when he will do it. This will add student to the orientation and be able to adjust the record of a 

student who was 5 points within the PERT. 

 

Action: Dawn encourages cluster to speak with staff and send an email to her about concerns from training, clusters, and 

talks so she may keep a list. Also, shared that workday can be enhance and nothing is set in stone.  

 

 

 

ITEM 6:        Spring All-Day advisor training-Where, when and what will be the focus-Henry 
 

Discussion: start thinking about spring training- things we want to make sure things happen (example early alert)  

Action: 

- When will we have the training– sometimes around Valentine’s day (February 16, 2017) 
- This date will be tentative and will be changed if needed 
- Recommended that they book a room (bachelor’s room, for computers, and breakout rooms, 

subcommittee meetings, etc.) Options- Boca or Lake Worth  
- Creative in structure- almost like a conference – Advisors can pick and choose what sessions 

they will attend 



- CBP103 (Lake Worth Campus)- approximately 60 people 
- Tentative February 16, 2017- Advising Training Day 

 

 

ITEM 7:  Campus initiatives-Henry  

 

Discussion: Mission to serve students the best we can college wide and our experience will be the same. May want to set 

some time aside to speak about doing things (creating a space on our agenda to think about our services). (Upscaling 

those things, we do for students)  

 

Action: In the past, individuals filled out surveys and it is recommended that we revisit those surveys and/or send out new 

surveys prior to training 

 

ITEM 8:  Advising Learning Outcomes-Laz 

 

Discussion: six outcomes that has been evaluating throughout the cycle for the previous year 

- Advisor knowledge 
- Wait time for Advising 
- Score Referrals 
- Orientation 
- Educational Planning 
- Student Satisfaction  

Outcomes that were able to meet and those who we are still reassessing: 

- Outcomes 1 and 6 (Advisor Knowledge and Student Satisfaction) were successful met 
through the quiz we created this past year. 

o  Criteria 1: This outcome was previously updated from paper and pen/moved to 
online. They asked Advisors to meet 100% of proficiency through the blackboard 
assessment. Advisor were required to meet 90% criteria of success with providing 
individuals with feedback quickly- successful in meeting that.  

o Criteria 6: student satisfaction survey created by the orientation- for 75% mark 
- Outcomes 2 and 5- Wait time and Educational Planning: couldn’t measure those or assess 

those at the time due to waiting for approach to case management. Will be reassessed in 
next cycle Spring 2018 

- Outcomes 3 and 4: High Score Referrals/ Orientation: weren’t able to assess those as well 
because of the system being revamp and the sun setting of SCORE- Next semester will allow 
them to plan how they would like to move forward with the outcomes 

o Orientation: task force has taken their lead with recommending survey or quiz to 
utilize district wide college distribution to determine learning outcomes from new 
student orientation will be. Waiting for taskforce to make some recommendations and 
adapt that to make changes 

 

Action: In 2018, reassessing these outcomes and deciding whether they meet the criteria in developing what it is that the 

cluster is trying to do from an operational standpoint. Likewise, creating the definition of what case management will look 

like.  

- Challenge is to standardize college-wide how departments will handle things such as NSO 
and case management to make it easier to assess. 

- Recommend that the subcommittee needs to make decisions as soon as possible to assist 
with the timeline. Finding commonalities amongst the programs provided such as NSO that 
everyone should be doing and set in place.  

- Recommended to assess effectiveness of orientation, instead of satisfaction, using clickers 
(or apps) to content knowledge during the orientation to understanding the questions.  

 

 

ITEM 9:  $10,000 degree program (BAS)-Laura and Joanette 
 

Discussion: update about the 10,000-degree program is kicking off in January, working on webpage and FAQs and is 

available to all bachelors’ concentration- BAS & BSN. January to April will be a tour to all campuses to inform students 

about the program and update Advisor about the uniqueness of the program. Helping Advisor to explain to students about 

prepping the students about withdrawing from/failing classes and staying in contact with Advisor, because it will all play a 

role in the degree at the end/into how much they benefit in the 10, 000-degree program 



 

- Looking for a point person between bachelors and academic staff that will be traveling to your 
campus to host these sessions, answer questions, and assist with process.   

- Qualifications: 
o  they have to finish it within 6 years of enrollment of Palm Beach State College 
o Cannot be a transfer student, which means they have to start Associates here 
o Extra fees (testing) is not included in the 10,000 degree 
o It will be reimbursed back to the student after payment 
o Must maintain a 2.5 GPA 
o Must be enrolled in all semesters 
o They can take a break, but the must complete coursework within 6 years 
o AA/AS/AAS  
o 10,000 degree can be used in conjunction to finish for free/financial aid/dual 

enrollment as long as they finish the AA/AS degree. Assisting the students to earn 
their degree free.  

 
 

Action: Recommended that the transfer liaison will be the point person for contact.  

 

 

ITEM 10:  Advising Webpage-Dawn 

 

Discussion:  On the webpage, it is critical that contact information needs to be updated. All references to 

educational planning workshop and orientation needs to be cleaned up.  Making sure, we have people 

managing the information on the webpage.  

- Please take down unused information  
- A list of things will be sent to Patricia to be examine as cleaning up  
- Fixing minor issues as identification within the educational workshop page to 

identify which campuses is hosting the workshops- clarified which location and room 
- Jim Walden will need to be informed about the webpage 

 

Action: making sure that each activity is open to all student, but sharing the location for directions. Also, 

examine the four boxes and update the content that will be decided by cluster. Utilizing the subcommittee 

(technology) to update the page and content.  

- Question: Can the fourth box on the webpage be changed from Score to Starfish 
until it is updated? There was a consensus by the cluster in agreement to change the 
wording. 

- Update about the bachelor’s program: it was decided that in the spring term, all 
bachelors classes would be using Early Alert instead of SCORE.  

- The goal is for Starfish training materials to be on one page and completed by next 
week in order to avoid having to send PDFs.  

 

ITEM 11: FTIC cohort-Dawn 

 
Discussion: Training how to handle the cohort and may need a little more assistance with working the cohorts.  

Patricia: is trying to add information on the employee web as well as other training resources. Blackboard is not 
generating a lot of traffic for trainings. Title V Advisors in that individual campus work one on one with that group as a 
point of contact for case management. Since there was a program with the FTIC, an outreach email was not sent out 

Action: 

-  Making sure everyone is on the same page there will not be assigning of students, because 
of the feedback the cluster received. The need to make sure the staff understand case 
management. Providing a time and space to work with the staff. Focus on the spring to train 
these staff 

- Figuring out how do the staff case manage will be the focus 
 

 



 

Please put on your radars: Henry sent out a list about students who haven’t registered for the spring term-please look at 

students who have financial aid in order to get that back registered. Use the staff to start making calls and encourage 

student to registered or come to LW campus during back for assistance.  

- Suggestion of using Starfish for a grand blast to all 50,000 students informing them about 
registering for spring term. 

 

Happy Holidays!! Merry Xmas, Happy Hanukah, Happy Kwanza, Happy Festivus 

 

 
  
 

 

  

 


